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of daring stunts are performed. How to retain the spirit of
adventure and at the same time to eliminate serious danger
is a problem. Its solution depends on having a gradation
of adventures from the early preschool period. A child who
has climbed little ladders and fences when three years old,
and who has been free ta climb in higher and more difficult
places from year to year, should have acquired skill in
climbing and a knowledge of the things he can do without
hurting himself. Fear of failure, of ridicule, of being
called a sissy is often much more intense than fear of physical
injury. Shyness and diffidence, however, may increase with
increasing secretiveness. The nine- or ten-year-old child
frequently keeps an adult guessing as to what he is really
thinking and feeling.
Some of the tension caused by a disturbed social relation-
ship with parents or siblings may disappear at school age
and the feeling of jealousy may be quite successfully con-
cealed. The teacher becomes a parent surrogate. Under-
neath an indifferent exterior a child may be sensitive to his
status with his teacher and desire recognition from her. He
may be deeply hurt by criticism or being unfavorably com-
pared with another child. A child who is rejected both at
home and at school may suffer in silence or behave rebelli-
ously and defiantly. Although unable verbally to express
their emotional problems, children may nevertheless be con-
scious of their status and be emotionally disturbed. Even
when parents and teachers do not make any disparaging
remarks, the child may still be quite conscious of his short-
comings.
Temper tantrums decrease as children acquire more subtle
or effective methods of getting wrhat they want.
The goal of education in this area is not the elimination,
but the modification of emotion.46 Emotional patterns un-
derlie and give color to all of life. Moods motivate indi-
viduals toward certain lines of behavior..
46 Daniel A. Prescott, Emotion and the Educative Process. Washington,
D. C.: American Council on Education, 1938.

